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A letter to all members of PBFM
from John Parks Wife.
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Roy Wainwright Shield Competition Nov 15th 2016
The Competition took place on a stormy night that broke the autumn heat wave that we
had been enjoying. North London experienced some violent Thunderstorms. The torrential
rain causing a train to be
derailed due to a landslide
near Watford Junction.
This could account for
the poor attendance on
the evening.
I am sure that all those
who attended the
competition enjoyed what
turned out to be a very
close, exciting contest, in
which included some
DVD’s of unusual
content.
The competition
was judged by Ben Simon who is a professional editor. He was the Chairman of
Borehamwood Movie Makers before they closed a couple of years ago.
His Comments were very fair and instructive. He was impressed by the quality of the
videos that were shown in the programme.
The first category to be screened was “DAY OUT”. He thought that the title of
Woodford’s entry a bit of a mystery. The content of J.A’s video ‘Hamburg’s Wunderland’
interested him enormously, he said that he had not heard of the Hamburg exhibition
himself and said that he now intended to visit the Museum.
Both Documentaries were of exceptional quality, containing a large amount of
information which he found to be both interesting and informative. He felt that Andrew
Tweed’s ‘Arag’ contained images that conveyed the barren nature of Mongolia. Whilst the
lovely images of the native people captured their way of life beautifully.
The Story category followed with PBFM entry “The Inheritance” by Andrew
Tweed. The judge said that he found that the ending was a bit abrupt and he somehow
missed the point. Wanstead’s DVD was Bodkins Lot, This was an amusing video was
staged in the Gallery of Portrait paintings in a Stately House. The characters in the
paintings were cleverly brought to life by animation. The Characters in the paintings were
made to speak the lines of an amusing story. Ben thought that the video was a bit on the
long side.
The Last Category was ‘Film to a Record’. Here the lovely images in Andrew’s video
‘Sing a Rainbow’ was against Wanstead’s entry “25 Minutes to Go” in which quite a bit of
effort had gone into this production, building the set. The video depicted a man in a Cell
‘Out West’ waiting to be hanged. It was very well executed and this tipped the scale in the
category in favour of Wanstead.
It turned out that both PBFM and Wanstead had put their Joker’s on this category so when
the Final score was disclosed it was very close. The Final scores are shown overleaf.
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Roy Wainwright Shield Competition Results.
Day Out
Wanstead & Woodford C & V C.
Curtsey of Cedric
Keith Morgan

Points
DVD 16:9

Potters Bar FilmMakers
Hamburg Wunderland

John Astin

Documentary
Wanstead & Woodford C & V C.
The Royal Observatory

Mike Hobbs

Potters Bar FilmMakers
Arag
Andrew Tweed
Story
Potters Bar FilmMakers
The Inheritance
The Mob

Bluray 9 mins

DVD 16:9

DVD 16: 9

Wanstead & Woodford C & V C.
25 Minutes to Go
Mike Hobbs

Wanstead & Woodford C & V C

DVD 16:9

3.5 mins

3 mins

3

8.33 mins

2

2 + Joker

4 mins

3 + Joker

Potters Bar FilmMakers

Joker

3

Joker

2

Points

9

Points

11

Total Points

12

(Draw Breaker if Reqd.)
Judges Vote Best Video

2
3

2.75 mins
DVD 16:9

3

2

DVD 16:9 6 mins

Wanstead & Woodford C & V C
Bodkin’s Lot
Terry Church DVD 16:9
Film to a Record
Potters Bar FilmMakers
Sing a Rainbow
Ed Kinge

6.5 mins

Total Points

Not Reqd

WINNING CLUB
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P.B.F.M.
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Edward Catton Orr’s Evening
Our next evening at the Club members enjoyed an evening in which Edward revealed to us all what he
considered was his Favourite Things. He went though a gambit of things from his love of railways to his
favourite pastime Fishing. His other loves included travelling, eating out, classical music; He had many
video clips demonstrating some of these wide ranging pursuits, which included amongst them some
fascinating footage of the famous steam train “Flying Scotsman” under full steam on one of her recent
journeys made since her recent overhaul and renovation.

Ed Kinge Has a Nasty Fall
Ed had a bad fall in his garden and fractured his Cheek Bone. He was actually very lucky,
a few inches in a different direction and he could have
been blinded or worse. As a result he will not been able to
attend the club for a while.
The Facial Surgery Team at Luton & Dunstable
Hospital did a fantastic job for him.
He was kept under aesthetic for three days and then
in Intensive Care for a further two days after the operation.
He was very grateful to the hospital staff, there are
too many to mention individually, but they were all
brilliant.
He was also very pleased to get the many phone
messages and cards from members & friends wishing him
well.
His Wife Jackie kept him updated every day which helped a lot to keep up his
morale, and he thanks you all for your good wishes
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Geoff Glover – fifty years in the film industry
On Thursday 13th October Geoff gave an illustrated talk
to the club about some of the highlights during his long career
as a camera operator and 2nd Director of Photography. He
worked on films, commercials and one of his first jobs was
“Robin Hood” with Richard Greene as the hero for TV in the
late 1950s.
Geoff’s work was often demanding, starting at 8.00am until
7.00pm for six days a week on a long shoot, but he had
opportunities to travel the world on location although this
brought its own set of problems with dysentery while in India
and jaundice in Tahiti!
Peter Sellars stared in the 1962 comedy romance “Only two can play” filmed in
black and white, one of five Sellars films that Geoff worked on. Peter Sellars
was popular with the film crew and liked to mess about with them. Geoff was
asked to advise him on a suitable movie camera to buy and then used it to make
home movies for Sellars while at Shepperton Studios.

Geoff worked on the 1964 war film ”633 Squadron” starring George Chakiris and undertook 50
hours flying time filming from RAF Bovingdon which was the most dangerous work he has ever
undertaken, sometimes shooting at almost zero altitude to capture the stunts! Geoff also filmed the mattes
for the back projection cockpit dialogue scenes in the film.

In 1968 he worked in Turkey on the all-star cast film
“The charge of the Light Brigade”. Geoff worked
with the 2nd Unit but had to share a specialist camera
lens with the other unit which complicated the
filming schedule!

The 1970s found Geoff working on films such as “Star Wars” and “The Empire Strikes Back” at Elstree
Studios with George Lucas. In 1983 he filmed sequences for series 1 of the Thames TV series “Widows”,
including an attack on a security van in the old tram tunnel in central London, work that Geoff found fun
to film.
His favourite film to work on was made in 1985 and stared Sir Alec
Guinness, Leo McKern and Ian Richardson in a Euston Films production
of the Grahame Green book “Monsignor Quixote”. It was filmed on
location in Spain over eight weeks and told the story of the unlikely
friendship between a catholic priest played by Guinness and McKern
who played the socialist mayor of the town.
Geoff showed scenes from some of the films he was involved in during the talk and there were many
interesting questions both during the talk and after wards. It was a most interesting talk and Geoff left
everyone wanting to hear more stories from his long career in film making.

Max Bender.
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ODD ODE ODD ODE ODD ODE ODD ODE
FROM PENNY LOVE
We held The Open Competition in June
But time went by much too soon
For me to pen an ‘Odd Ode’ for you
Can you remember the entries? Well
here’s a clue.

‘MESSING ABOUT ON THE RIVER’
from ED
Along on the water boats quickly sped
Canada Geese and a dog in a boat
Some kids fell in but they could all float.

‘LUMIERE LONDON’ was first from
JOHN A
‘A festival of light’ at the end of the day
Thousands of light bulbs, all colours and
size
Fantastic scenes before his eyes.

‘JOY RIDE’ next from ANDREW
TWEED
This time a Helicopter was the steed
To take he and Barbara high over
London
Looking down on the Olympic Stadium.

‘THE INHERITENCE’ next came from
‘THE MOB’
A diamond robbery had been a
gangster’s job
Ed Kinge went digging to claim his due
From a trail on a tree of Red and Blue.

‘CAR SONG’, a second from ED KINGE
With fast enough traffic to make you
cringe
Times ten he had cars speeding along
Wherever did he find this song?

‘UPS AND DOWNS IN LISBON’ came
next
From JOHN A, he couldn’t be vexed
With all those trams almost touching the
walls
Watch out for the washing or it could all
fall.
FILM TO A RECORD next, in September
With ‘BOL’, an entry from MAX
BENDER
Para Gliding he went over a brilliant blue
sea
Taking fantastic pictures to show you
and me.

‘SPACE ODDESSY’ came from
ANDREW SAUNDERS
Be careful if down his garden you
wander
Cos’ you could find aliens lurking there
With ray guns and welly boots, so
beware.
‘Look to the skies’, it could have been
said
For another film we had from ED
‘DRONING ON’ he had called this one
Drones in white and black, we saw
some.
‘THE HAPPY WANDERER’ then came
from PHIL
A lady with back pack who never stood
still
Great big boots and coloured socks
She really knows how to ‘rock’.
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Our public Show was a great Success.
Our Public Show was well supported thanks the door to door leafleting of the houses in Cuffley
by Andrew Tweed and his helpers. The inclusion in our programme was a Video of immense
public interest.
The Commemoration event of the
downing of the German Airship in
Cufley by William Leefe Robinson
V.C .
The Centenary commemoration
of this event took place on
September 3rd. in Northaw and
Cuffley.
This Video was a superb team
effort which covered the event
with lovely little cameos videoed
by several members of PBFM and directed and edited by John Astin.
The intercutting of the
two speeches welcoming
Leefe Robinson’s surviving
relatives and the account of
his downing of the airship was
very good way to keep the
audience interested.
The Sound on this video
was superb, with the voices
coming across with the sort of
quality that we come to expect
from similar events recorded
for TV.
Before the Public Show
took place all the PBFM
members were well aware of
the immense role that John
Parkes had played in the past,
by preparing and setting up
the equipment for the show,
Thanks to those Club
members who rallied round
and helped in the setting up of
the equipment. This enabled
so the show to go off in the
usual high standard.
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The Public Show Programme.
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Scenes during the Evening Performance of the Public Show.

Christine at the controls at the Show

Gill arranging the Raffle Prizes.

The Mayoress of Hartsmere in conversation
with Andrew and John

The Mayor of Hartsmere enjoying the
interval refreshment

Christine thanks all the members who helped set up the Show.
Now that the 'dust has settled' I would like to thank
everyone of us who supported the Festival of
Films...including those who bought tickets and who
came to the show...donated raffle prizes and
especially those who helped set up & run the Show.
Like: Brian & Heather who had already set up the
large screen on the stage at Northaw Village Hall
when I arrived at 12.15......Kim who seemed to be a
'man with a plan' of what cables went where, most
useful, and who then donned his 'pinny' to deliver
teas & biscuits to the Mayor's party & the projection
team during the show......Penny who slaved away, as
usual, in the kitchen turning out masses of teas &
coffees for the audiences & the workers, this year
helped by Barbara who stepped into Margaret's
shoes as she & John had flown off to Burma, but not
before John had thought to deliver the pop-up, the
table covers (for raffle table) & the 'reserved for the
Mayor' car park notice.....
....Gill who organised the 2 ENORMOUS raffles and
the stage flowers....Robert Ginter who was a great
help to everyone including carrying my gear from
the car (a luxury I don't often get)....Max, too,
invaluable help with moving & lifting and putting out

the programmes on seat & helping Gill sell a record
number of raffle tickets.....
Andrew Tweed who, together with Kim, had
leafleted Northaw about the show as well as
collecting (& returning) all the gear from both
Wyllyotts and Jeanne Parkes and hosting the
event....Bob who did his usual efficient job of selling
the tickets on the door and coping with all the
money and working the lights and the central
heating!
After I had decided on the content & running order
of the films ( & made an intro title on my new
editing programme!!!) and edited down the old
B&W film of PB, wrote & printed 120 programmes, I
then spent a day with John A who downloaded all
the films for the show and made 2 Bluray & 2 DVD's
of both halves as well as running the equipment on
the night. All the time we were thinking of John
Parkes, who I'm sure guided us all to a successful
show and a good profit.
So Thank You all....
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Christine

FIELD CHALLENGE SHIELD
1“ NOVEMBER 2016 ST.STEPTHEN’S HALL

.

This competition was held on 1st Nov by Enfield Video makers, Six Clubs participated each showing a
DVD which had not been entered in competitions outside their own Clubs. It was arranged that Ben
Simon was to be judge on the evening, but unfortunately he was unable to attend as he had an unexpected
work commitment. John Astin took over the job, and I think that the audience were very pleased with his
very observant and interesting comments. He decided that Walthamstow’s video ‘The London City Walk’
showed the most imaginative camera work, in producing a lot of footage videoed with a high shutter
speed and unusual angles. However he did not think that the American accent of the commentator added
to the correct feel of the subject but that the overall effort of the maker it was the worthy winner.
The full programme is included overleaf.

Programme
JUDGE MR. BEN SIMON
CLUB

Title

MAKER

format

ENFIELD

“Historical Herts. Celebrities"

Nigel Lee

DVD 4;3

HARROW

"Vietnam 40 Years On "

Geoff Foord

DVD 16:9

HEMEL

Jim’s Clamp

David Harrington

DVD16.9

POTTERS BAR

"I Left My Heart

“Palmers Productions

DVD 16:9

Walthamstow

“The London City Walk”

by Mike Darwood

Bluray

Wanstead & Woodford

“Turkey’s Heritage”

Brenda Granshaw

DVD 16.9
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Documentary Competition.
Our Documentary Competition took
place on 11th. November,
I thought it was a very disappointing
event. There were only 4 Videos
screened and three of those only had
live sound with little or no attempt
to eliminate the unsuitable sounds
that are inevitably picked up in
outdoor shots.
However John Astin’s entry was a
documentary about the
Royal Gunpowder Mills at Waltham
Abbey. Complete with a
commentary by Norma Luetchford.
The Royal Gunpowder Mills is
a 170-acre site littered with derelict
buildings which were in operation
for over 300 years. The site was
involved in developing new nitrobased explosives and propellants
with an extraordinary history of
explosives and research into rocket
fuels, until it closed in 1997. It is
now open to the Public. However
this does not prove to be a very
photogenic location, the external
shots of derelict buildings are not a
very photogenic subject. As a result,
this was not up to John’s usual
standard.
Ed Kinge reluctantly entered
his video ‘Lea Valley to London’ as
there were so few entries. He
himself did not consider this video
to be a true documentary. It had
been made for the owner of the
Barge who was making the journey
from Bishop Stortford to London.

As usual for Ed's entries his
shots were crisp, clear and
beautifully composed, but the nature
of the subject meant that it contained
many shots of lock negotiation. And
no attempt had been made to add
any commentary.
Dominic Lobo’s two entries were
also screened with no attempt to edit
the sound track, which carried the
live sound.
His first entry shot at a dog
training centre show how the dogs
were being trained to assist people
who are hard of hearing. Whilst this
video must have satisfied the owner
of the dog in training but to a
normal; audience it became very
boring. Dominic’s second entry
showed the skill and craft of the
blacksmith to perfection. It was full
of beautifully composed C.U camera
shots. However it was a pity that no
attempt to edit the sound track had
been made, as there were a lot of
shots accompanied with loud and
unbalanced, so the sound became
intrusive. In particular when the
camera man carried out a
conversation with the subject.
This was a pity because I felt
that, had more attention been made
to the sound track, this entry had the
possibility of being the best in the
competition.
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The Pinner Plate Competition.
PVFM Pull off another Great Win.
This competition was judged by John Luton who is a retired professional editor; He commented
the quality of the videos shown in both Clubs’ programmes, saying that a lot of hard work had
been involved in producing them. The amount of work had gone into filming and editing all the
movies shown, was a credit to the makers.
He remarked on the Judging criterion which was “The Programme with “Best Overall Content”.
He said he felt that it was really down to personal choice, and was dependant upon the judge’s
personal taste. He awarded the trophy to P.B.F.M.
Each of our documentaries and travelogues had a story to tell and this was put over in a
very interesting manner. I am sure that it was the quality and the amount of interesting
information that went into our Sound tracks, swung the verdict in our favour.
What a difference to our recent Documentary competition were nearly all the sound
tracks in that competition, just had un-edited live sound accompanying them, which did nothing
to add to the enjoyment of the viewer.
___________________________________________________________________________________

From Graham & Leo Howard.
Just to say it was very nice to join the other P.B.F.M. members at Pinner the other night.
It was a most crowded room wasn't it!
Intense from finding a seat onward.
Leo and I thought it was a very high quality show and all things considered
I think the result was right.but close in some ways.
Judging on entertainment grounds it is not the same as a technical assessment is it ... quite
tricky.
PBFM did have a technical leading edge I think.
But Harrow's films were challenging competition.
The Italian museum of film..A new discovery for me...was very interesting and fun....and the
vast landscapes of Canada are always compelling ..Neither were as excellent technically as
they can be, focus, stability and editing were not 100 percent,.They were good, but from
entertainment evaluation it is a different question and excellent.. Ohh it looked touch and go.
And the Cambodia v Nepal film comparison is difficult to make...
Boating by Ed was photo perfect...as the judge agreed... then the crushed snails really reached
everyone. a great finalé film ....it was getting closer.
A tough competition ..
But in the end I do think Mr Tweed and of course, "The Master", Mr Astin can still wow an
audience and judge....and of course .... entertain.
Phew ... what an evening!
We loved the event. ..and think PBFM did well and we're worthy winners...
But it is tough to keep up this challenge level ...
Thank you for keeping the club profile going...I appreciate I'm a bit of an invisible armchair
member these days but do enjoy amateur movies..
From using 9.5 mm thru both 8mm's to reel really old videos myself...I appreciate that the
technical quality possible is much more fabulous and with such ease today......but the filmic
craft was really showing at Pinner...Bravo PBFM
We look forward to the HACCA (which always makes me think of New Zealand rugby chanting)
on Saturday.
Hope to enjoy the buzz there too. Onward PBFM!
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HACCA Competition
(Hertfordshire Amateur Cine Club Association)
Saturday 19th November 2016
Hertfordshire Amateur Cine Club
Association (HACCA) is made up of
three clubs, St Albans Movie Makers,
Hemel Hempstead Movie Makers and
Potters Bar Film Makers. This year the
HACCA annual film competition was
hosted by Hemel Hempstead at a new
venue, the modern and spacious
Methodist Church. Eight members of
Potters Bar Film Makers represented the
club at the event.
St Albans showed their three films first.
“Caprivi” by Mike Murphy, was a
travelogue about a narrow strip of
Namibia rich in wildlife. Their second
film “Trees” by Frank Miller, had a series
of stills of mainly British trees set to
music. The final film from St Albans
“Top Ten Railways of Wales” made by
Howard Clowes, compared three
favourite Welsh railways.
Between each group of films the three
judges, Erik Jukes, Dennis Kelly and Tim
Stannard, gave a detailed, and sometimes
conflicting, opinion on each film,
highlighting its strengths and what they
individually felt were its weaknesses.
The second set of three films were from
Hemel Hempstead Movie Makers. “The
Wendover Arm” by Paul Welton, showed
the work being done to restore and reline
the canal in and the heavy machinery
used to do it. Their second film “The only
way is up”, a Club Production, was a well
shot story of a psychic medium who takes
revenge for her husband’s death in prison
and contained some impressive film
effects. The third film “Back Track”

made by Andrew Pennycook, showed a
visit to the Chrich Tramway Village in
Derbyshire which houses over sixty
working trams in a beautiful setting.
Potters Bar Film Makers entered the final
four films. “Under the Shadow” by
Andrew Tweed, a travelogue of
Kathmandu, showing the architecture and
people before and then after the
devastating earthquake of April 2015.
“Messing about on the river” by Ed
Kinge, is a film set to music of time spent
relaxing on British waterways. “The
Inheritance” by Ed Kinge and The Mob is
the story of an attempt to reclaim some
stolen jewels from woodland, foiled by
the police. The final film of the evening
“Steaming Harz” showed an area of
northern Germany where the Harzer
Schmalspurbahnen runs trains through the
forested mountain countryside to a
number of destinations within a ring.
Hemel Hempstead laid on hot drinks and
delicious refreshments for us while the
judges made their deliberations. third
place went to “Under the shadow” from
Potters Bar Film Makers, second to
“Back Track” and the winner of the
evening was “The only way is up” both
from Hemel Hempstead Movie Makers.
Two films were “runners up”, “Caprivi”
and “Steaming Harz”, Awards were
presented and photographs taken to end
the evening and the hosts were thanked
for their hospitality.
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Max Bender
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Shots from the winning HACCA entries.

The only way is up
First Place

Steaming Harz
1st runner up

Back Track
Second Place

Caprivi
2nd. Runner Up

Under the Shadow
Third place
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POTTERS BAR FILM MAKERS

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. 24TH NOVEMBER 2016 AT 7.45PM.

AGENDA
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
2. CHAIRMANS OPENING REMARKS
3. MINUTES OF THE 65th AGM HELD ON 26th NOVEMBER 2015
PROPOSED ACCEPTED BY

SECONDED BY

4. MATTERS ARISING
5. COMMITTEE REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31ST OCTOBER 2016
6. HON TREASURERS REPORT (INCLUDING SUBSCRIPTIONS)
PROPOSED ACCEPTED BY

SECONDED BY

7. ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE FOR THE ENSUING YEAR
A.

PRESIDENT

B.

CHAIRMAN

C.

VICE CHAIRMAN

D.

HON SECRETARY

E.

HON TREASURER

F.

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

G.

PROGRAMME ORGANISER

H.

NEWSLETTER EDITOR

I.

PUBLICITY OFFICER

J.

PUBLC SHOW ORGANISER

K.

COMPETITION OFFICERS
INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
FILM OF THE YEAR ORGANISER

L.

TROPHIES

M.

WEB MASTER

N.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS (TWO)

9. APPOINTMENT OF INDEPENDENT EXAMINER (PETER HUNT)
10. ANY OTHER BUSINESSMEETING CLOSED AT……………………
(PROVISIONAL COMMITTEE MEETING DATE 18TH JANUARY 2017 AT 5 HIGH RIDGE, CUFFLEY, HERTS EN6 4JH AT
10AM..
ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE CHRISTMAS SOCIAL.
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COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 2016
POTTERS BAR FILMMAKERS 66th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD ON 24TH NOVEMBER 2016 IN
THE WYLLYOTTS CENTRE, DARKES LANE, POTTERS BAR, HERTS. AT 7.45PM.

The committee is pleased to present its report on the activities of PBFM for the year ended 31/10/16
The membership stand 1 Hon member, 11 single memberships, 9 joint memberships, ( 18 people), and
6 Country memberships. Total members 36.
For the ninth year running we held our Annual Dinner in The Old Manor with members, friends and
family attending and with the Annual Awards Presentations being held later in the evening in The
Alexander Wilding Suite in The Wyllyotts Centre
There were again many productions entered into internal competitions this year of which 20 were in the
Film of the Year Competition judged by members of Wanstead and Woodford Movie Makers.
Christine Collins took over the Film of the Year competition judging arrangements due John Parkes ill
health.
The Film of the Year was Tracks to Victory by John Astin
1st runner up was Sing a Rainbow by Ed Kinge
2nd Runner up was Tourist Tenerife by John Astin
Best Travel was Under the shadow by Andrew Tweed
Best Story was Death wish by The ‘A’ Team.
Graduate Film Maker of the Year was Andrew Saunders
Best Commentary was Tracks to Victory by John Astin
Best Creativity was for A Day Off by Dominic Lobo
Best Titles was A Very Special Christmas by Ed Kinge
Best Camerawork was Tourist Tenerife by John Astin
Best Actress was Gill Harrold in Death wish
Best Documentary was Tracks to Victory by John Astin
Best Editing was A Day Off by Dominic Lobo
Film Maker of the Year went to joint winners Ed Kinge and Andrew Tweed.
In the BRITISH INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR FILM FESTIVAL 2016 held in Harrogate
Four stars were awarded to John Astin for Hamburg’s Wunderland and Tracks to Victory.
Three Stars were awarded to Andrew Tweed for Ayrag.
Ed Kinge for Sing a Rainbow
Two stars were awarded to Ed Kinge for Autumn Leaves
The ‘A’ Team for Death Wish and Going Down.
One star was awarded to The ‘A’ Team for It’s a Small Thing

THE ENFIELD SHIELD has not been held due to problems with their club room location.
Other competitions were as follows…
HACCA on 14th November 2015. We entered Ayrag by Andrew Tweed; Sing a Rainbow by Ed Kinge,
Tracks to Victory by John Astin and Death Wish by the ‘A’ Team,
Tracks to Victory came 1st and Ayrag 2nd.
THE PINNER PLATE. Held on 15th October 2015 was won by PBFM.
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WANSTEAD AND WOODFORD KO for the Roy Wainwright Shield was held on 15th September 2016
and was won by PBFM.
THE PICKETT PLATE against St Albans Movie Makers on 7th June 2016 was won by PBFM.
THE NORTH THAMES REGION IAC KO COMPETITION 2015/16
PBFM were against Bourne End Video Makers and Harrow Film Makers in the first round but Bourne
End were the winners.
THE NORTH THAMES MOVIE FESTIVAL on 21st November 2015 had entries by
Penny Love, Ed Kinge, John Astin, Andrew Tweed and the ‘A’ Team.
John Astin came 2nd with Tracks to Victory which also won the Kenneth Seeger Award for Best Editing.
Andrew Tweed was awarded a Very Highly Commended for Ayrag, Ed Kinge was awarded a Highly
Commended for Sing a Rainbow and the ‘A’ Team was awarded a Commended for Death Wish.
OUR PUBLIC SHOWon15th October 2016 titled ‘Festival of Films’ was well attended at both the
matinee and evening shows.
The Mayor of Hertsmere, Councillor Pete Rutledge and Mayoress Councillor Jane West attended along
with John and Barbara Donne. It was the 17th year that John and Barbara have been our guests and said
they always enjoy the show.
A special feature this year was the film PBFM had been involved in for the Cuffley Airship
Commemorations Day in September. Many guests, who were involved in the event, were invited to the
shows and were very pleased with the end result. DVDs of the film have been sold to members of the
public.
Ron Jones has again dealt with the Newsletter during the year; also the programmes and members address
list printing. Thanks go to him for doing an excellent job.
Andrew Tweed took over our web site last year and keeps it up to date with what happening in the club.
He includes members’ videos and information about forthcoming events such as the Public show when
applicable.
Andrew Saunders has started a Face Book page and it will be interesting to see how this progresses.
Due to John Parkes ill health he was not able to go with John Astin for the majority of the ‘Two John’s
Shows’ but Penny Love and Robert Ginter stood in when necessary. 11shows were given and helped
PBM funds to rise.
Thanks go to John Farrer for arranging another all day publicity event in Tesco’s store foyer in Potters
Bar. Several people showed an interest and it is hoped that we have some new members from this in due
course. He also arranged for a stand at the Cuffley Day Event.
John also arranged for T-shirts with our club name on and members who purchased them have worn them
at events which has brought our name to the fore.
John also arranged for us to have a stand at the Potters Bar Carnival again.
Sadly we have lost one of our most respected and stalwart members this year, John Parkes. He joined us
about 30 years ago and did such a lot for the club that it will be very difficult to fill in all the jobs that he
did and especially for so many behind the scenes ones that hardly anyone knew about. He always seemed
to have ideas for solutions to problems, was willing to help with advice on any filmic subject, and will be
greatly missed.
PBFM has had another successful year and we look forward to this continuing for the future.
Continued overleaf.
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At The AGM it was announced that:-Three Posts on the committee were vacated this
year:Internal Competition Officer - due to the sad death of John Parks.
Membership Secretary Angela Stroud having to resign due to ill health.
Programme Organiser
vacated by Edward Catton-Orr.
The following members were elected to take over these posts as follows:-

PBCVS COMMITTEE FOR 2017
PRESIDENT……………………….JOHN ASTIN
CHAIRMAN……………………….ANDREW TWEED
VICE CHAIRMAN………………...CHRISTINE COLLINS
HON SECRETARY………………..PENNY LOVE
HON TREASURER………………..BOB CHESTER
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY…….ANDREW SAUNDERS
NEWSLETTER EDITOR…………..RON JONES
PROGRAMME ORGANISER…….THE COMMITTEE
PUBLICITY OFFICER…………….JOHN FARRER
PUBLIC SHOW ORGANISER…….CHRISTINE COLLINS
COMPETITION OFFICERS
INTERNAL…………………..ED KINGE
EXTERNAL…………………RON JONES
(NORTH THAMES KO COMPETITION)…RON JONES
WEB MASTER……………………ANDREW TWEED
COMMITTEE MEMBER………….KIM HARROLD
COMMITTEE MEMBER………….MAX BENDER
Our treasurer Robert Chester reported that we had done well during the last twelve
months, and due to the Club had made a profit of £203-45p. This was due to the fact that
The Annual dinner and the Public Show had both made a substantial profit compared to
the previous year. The Two John video shows had done well. However the income from
members subscriptions was down this year, he said that the committee recommended that
the Subscriptions be changed next year This was put to a vote and was agreed that the
Members categories were simplified removing the different fees between retired members
and single members as follows:The OLD fees were:Non Retired
Retired
Single £32.50
£27.50
Couple £42.50
£37.50
Country £11.00

NEW feesfor 2017
Single £30.00
Couple £40.00
Country £11.00

Cntd. Overleaf
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After the AGM concluded, John Astin showed the film that he and several other
PBFM members had shot at the Lord Mayors show a couple of weeks ago, for the Hodges
Company. It turned out to be a very good account of the procession, with lovely clear
pictures in spite of the very inclement weather.
John did the editing from the material that was taken at the event and he said the company
were very pleased with the end result. There is no doubt a number of other versions of this
event can be edited from the all the material that was shot by the members.

From Bob Chester
Wishing everyone Seasons Greetings and a Very Happy and Healthy New Year.
For those who missed the AGM we agreed to rationalise the Subscriptions. The single fee
is £30.00, the Joint fee is £40.00 and the Country fee is £11.00.
Cheques payable to "Potters Bar FilmMakers " should be handed to me at a meeting or
posted to me at Flat 1, Sheridan Lodge, 222, Chase Side, Southgate, London. N14 4PJ.
Cash at meetings only please. ( First to pay was Daphne )
Good news for 2017, I was elected at the I.A.C. AGM.to run the I.A.C. North
Thames Region 100 Club. I take over from John Farrer and will be pleased to
tell you all about how you can win money in the next News letter.

Distribution Dates for Next News Letter.
Please send your Articles or Comments for inclusion
In the next Newsletter to:The PBFM Editor – Ron Jones FACI
By the dates listed below:The Spring News Letter

Last dates for Hard Copy Input to the editor

23rd Feb

The Spring News Letter

Last dates for e-mail Contributions by e-mail

1st March

The Spring News Letter
The Spring News Letter

e-mail Distribution Dates.
Copy Distribution Dates
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8th March
15th March

